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01/11/08 

- 3:40, first rehearsal of Volpone 

- Song has more choreography potential 

- Rick, Tyler, Ben (guitar), Joann 

- Set up bed further on stage 

- Rick in tulle dress 

- They decide on more time to figure out what to do with the song 

- 3:55 break 

- Beginning of scene 

- Rick has a ‘wig’-tulle punk hair 

- Ass-Rick is talking about how Puritans are because they eat meat on Fridays 

- A lot about talking about the script and meaning 

- This is the dumb-show 

- Sound effects evolved, now they have meaning and show how characters feel about it 

- Now they include John’s reactions as help to audience, he doesn’t know that yet 

- 4:30, done 

 

 

 

 



01/16/08 

3:45 

- Ben and Jon 

- Going over scene with Volpone is playing dead 

- Almost off-book 

- Beginning with knocking is problematic, difficulties of “sides” become apparent, only  

one actor knows what’s happening 

- Other actors are watching scene 

- Pause before other actors are needed or rather new scene 

- Rick and Greg without other actors watching 

- John had to leave so they want to run lines from Act I, at least Ben and James Keegan 

- The actors that play together decide together, small groups in a big scene 

- Someone is missing in the scene 

- After other actors leave stage, they come back to watch the scenes their not in 

- Exit: actors realize that when they say they follow, they also need to do so 

5:00 

 

01/19/08 

3pm 

Act 4 (maybe also 5) 

- John is watching on stage 

- Alyssa is watching, too 

- Greg and rick they fix a bit of staging without stopping though 



- Greg reads letter very “modern” 

- John is in and out 

- Hardly any “prithees,” use of prompter 

- Even if things aren’t going as ideal they really want to get through, if someone stops it 

others still go on 

- Others are watching later, too 

- John still has his paper 

- John is giving notes in between the scene to Ben what he added, without actually 

stopping the scene 

- They still help Tyler with blocking 

- James gives notes if people are “up-staged,” (John in curtain) not seen 

- Tyler knows scene from Friday before pricy council when they told him the blocking, 

etc. after he was finally able to act again 

- He already knows his lines and blocking  

- He just gets one note from John when to exit 

4pm 

 

01/25/08 

12:00 

- First reading of Cymbeline 

- Not all hear attentively, I guess they already know the play 

- Some are clearly attentive and see how the story evolves 

- Actors call short time slot before privy council starts to memory 



- Quickly actors start after birthday party 

- Some jokes are made in between, e,g, direct answers to funny questions from the script 

- Few ideas for staging are called out 

- One cue line is not right but is found out in 2 seconds 

- Ben already brings in his idea to sing a passage and does so 

- Cue which is spoken twice now becomes apparent because interruptions of following 

line 

- Another cue is wrong because of cutting 

- One more cue not clear 

- Another “double” use of cue (same cue more than once given) 

- Call for privy council for unclear meaning (Ben’s line) 

- Another cue incorrect 

- And one more 

- Reading is actually amazingly clear and conveying the story 

- Tyler and Joann sing even together, although they have no song, pretty impressive, it 

can be possible! 

- One more cue unclear 

- Another cue unclear 

- Suddenly all rhyming in dream scene, interesting change in play 

- “double” cue again 

- John gets rid off one of his parts and gives it to Tom 

- Shortly after 2 pm: trying to figure out about Volpone quick-change 

- Tom, Ben and James take on speaker-roles 



- They decide to work on Volpone now and after privy council 

 

01/30/08 

5 pm (Imogene’s first encounter with her real brothers) 

- Read through of Gloucester’s encounter on stage 

- An exit for one of the Imogene’s scenes is missing, Christina finds it in Folio 

- Ben and Tom are playing directors: observing and giving ideas for blocking 

- Seems like first blocking of the scene, that’s why they had the reading before 

- Only Imogene is not yet off-book for the scene 

- Discussion of aside: is the line only to audience or also to someone on stage? 

- Figuring out what lines actually mean in context 

- Ben makes blocking suggestions 

- Joann realizes she can’t leave the stage yet because she still has more lines 

- But Alyssa needs to be alone, so Tyler needs to move away from her, too 

- They realize they need to show Alyssa in to their “hut,” makes it clearer 

- Tyler explains lines to Joann 

- When Ben enters the scene, the others decide to do their part over again 

- Joann doesn’t even take her scrip with her anymore 

- Alyssa tries off-book 

- James tries to see (by walking around) where his best place is on stage 

- Ben is not off-book yet 

- Tyler still needs his book, too 

- Ben makes it a performance 



- Tyler doesn’t have a foil, only Ben and Tyler just hits him with the glove 

- Tyler announces that he brings Ben’s wig on 

- Tom, although prompter is not on book or taking notes 

- Christina is on book, Tyler “tries” to be off-book 

- ARS word for fuck is “poopy” 

- Joann decides with James on leaving through discovery space 

- Interesting that Joann’s line is “brotherly love” compared to “love” to Imogene 

- Recorder music for solemn music 

- Joann carries Alyssa on, and puts her down in a diagonal 

- Tyler talks of “female ferries,” interesting gender distinction 

- They ask Christina for pronunciation of profador 

- There is no exit for James; Joann tells him the he needs to wait for her line though 

- They try to find the best way to put Alyssa down or if they should move her 

- To decide this they need to hear James’ lines he says afterwards 

- They realize that they can move her to the east 

- Alli is watching although not in the scene 

- Alyssa also tells them what is better for her next scene without upstaging herself 

- Alyssa wants flowers because Joann is talking about them 

- After a minute of not being productive, the actors get restless and decide to move on 

- Song between Tyler and Joann is more like one song now 

- They bury both bodies together, this was not clear in read-through 

- They don’t know where to exit, they make it necessary that door is still open 

- Although the scene is done, the actors come back 



- Imogene’s beginning of monologue is like a dream, that only now through staging 

becomes clear 

- Alyssa knows her monologues but not scenes, probably easier to memorize, right? 

- They try to decide how to get rid off the dead body and which way, they decide on 

dragging 

- When they hear that they still have an hour, they decide to run the last part again 

- Alli makes a suggestion how staging can make it less cluttered 

- They decide they are done at 6 pm 

 

 

02/05/08 

3 pm 

- They are playing chess 

- Greg’s lines talk about traveling, how important was that already? 

- They are talking about setting it in Brooklyn 

- They decide to start as if they already ended of conversation, Tyler’s idea and it works 

great 

- They make sure they understand sex-jokes, apparently they are not as clear as we think 

they are 

- They put up stage-pictures, tableaus in between 

- David realizes that listening is more important than playing games after a while 

- They made a plan until when they rehearse 

- They move on to 2.4. but only have 15 minutes 



- They come up with same idea than other actors already used in a former scene but 

didn’t even know: putting jewel on sword 

- Joann brings up a good point that Posthumous shouldn’t even know the sign under her 

breast because their not married, but they are as it turns out 

- the others (Sara and Bob)have an idea how to open the curtains and Ben decides to try 

both 

- The musicians put in another joke with Tyler’s “ringing” and ball-change 

4:15 pm 

 

02/06/08 

Dress rehearsal 

- Cues are not perfectly sure yet 

- Costumes are somewhat different: baroque, medieval, roman,… 

- Awkward silences, with missing cast members are improvised with quite conversations 

and cast members leaving and looking for the rest 

- What a stupid bargain: Posthumous could even be killed in the after “battle” 

- A lot of action happening at front of stage 

- A lot of people still can be seen backstage 

- Prompter doesn’t have all the lines (probably cut ones) 

- Prompting doesn’t really work out, mainly because Tom is also in scenes, so not always 

on book and the other’s who come help out, then don’t know where they are in 

the script 

- Great change into bed chamber with song and moving furniture out, seems like a great 



and good and working set change 

- Props (pencils) are still missing 

- Great idea for intermission to wait until props are taken off with people 

- Ceiling of Blackfriars like Imogene’s Bedchamber? Golden cherubins? 

- “this” is not always clear what is meant, bracelet or ring 

- Great idea of fighting with father (James) but distance to stage is not as clear to them 

yet 

- Imogene does famous monologue with back to audience, interesting choice but works 

- Pesanio doesn’t trust queen but gives medicine to Imogene, why? Does he hope for a 

bad outcome after all? 

- Props for Imogene’s disguise clothes are missing 

- James skipped his monologue, which screwed up the blocking somewhat for others 

- Great idea to bring on Clotten’s head, in backpack, like hunting before 

- Interesting that after song they talk together, it seems like they are related, song, talking 

together 

- Music is still improvised because some people take over parts from others 

- Entrances are not perfectly thought out yet, based on cues 

- Great idea to stage the war, so easy and clear, at least the beginning 

- Staging of sooth-sayer off-stage doesn’t really make sense, because he doesn’t hear 

what is revealed on-stage 

- Notes from prompter: one soliloquy of Greg completely skipped and he made notes of 

skipping, etc. 

 



02/12/08 

Read thought of Jew, just starts a little bit after 3 pm 

- Jew of Malta introduced as such right in first scene and as Barabas 

- Barabas is talking a lot in the first scene 

- David and Keegan are pretty much off-book or know text very well 

- Second knight is not assigned but has a line 

- Writing notes and making sure to get cues right is difficult 

- What’s a “she-ass” ? 

- Alli is looking up words, use of dramaturgy package 

- Interesting plot: Barabas doesn’t want to give up half his wealth but daughter can 

pretend to be a nun 

- Double cue fro Barabas’ lines to Rick’s cue 

- Students are not very attentive when it comes to cues and Rick is neither 

- Double cues: 200 plates not from Keegan but Greg 

- Reference to German/French war, based on truth? What as basis, reference? 

- Greg knows cue even though he wasn’t looking on page 

- Joann adds a line back in 

- Ally and Rick have only 2 word lines and this makes line through quite difficult 

- There are German cities listed by Barabas, basis? 

- Allie’s line was completely missing and she had Rick’s line 

- Cues need to be said correctly, sometimes difficult for John 

- Read through of Cymbeline was very easy to understand, not so for Jew 

4:15 pm 



02/13/08 

4:45 pm 

- They just changed entrances so that discovery space is always house 

- This changes a lot of entrances or rather now they don’t know where they can enter 

- They also don’t know where they follow out, off-stage 

- Keegan and John almost as directors 

- Tom out in audience observing and calling out that doesn’t look good 

- Abigail is not sure which meaning of “stay” she should play and then how to get off 

stage 

- Lines seem like a mystery 

- John has the script (whole play) in is hand 

- Someone else says she is weeping but she always forgets to listen to the lines and 

therefore never does 

- Greg lets everyone wait after break 

- The try to get the end of the scene correct, working 

- Barabas’ line talks about a sword and so Tyler realizes he needs one 

- Prompter is missing, which is a problem with sides because they don’t know who has 

next line 

- Greg’s cue and pick up not so good as other plays and still with side 

- Only Tyler has no sides 

- Tyler has a lot of sword lines from Barabas 

- Entrances worked better this time 

- Joann wants to continue right away with next scene 



- They decide not to use Tom as prompter because their still on book and there is another 

scene in Tyson 

- Joann wants to know who else is in the scene, Greg knows it is Tyler but he has no lines 

(and is needed in Tyson) 

- They decide to do it without Tyler 

- Greg by accident switched into a different accent (Scottish maybe?) and he liked the 

idea and now tries it out 

- They decide where Tyler has to stay 

- They run it twice and decide they are done with it 

5:45 pm 

 


